HELISKI WITH JÉRÉMIE HEITZ

13th – 21st FEBRUARY 2021
A week of heliskiing in the Kaçkar mountains with Jérémie Heitz, “the big face
freeride skier.”

THE KAÇKAR MOUNTAINS, AN
INCREDIBLE PLAYGROUND!
“During my first heliski trip to the Kaçkar
mountains I was in immediately impressed
by the immensity of this playground
perfectly suited to freeride. This area
offers everything a freerider could possibly
want, imposing couloirs, beautiful faces
that are well supported and a varied playful
terrain. In addition to this, the quality of the
snow conditions makes this a destination
not to be missed.”
-JÉRÉMIE HEITZ

JÉRÉMIE, YOUR ATYPICALFREERIDER
After finding initial success in alpine ski
racing, Jérémie turned his attention to
freeride skiing. Together with the Falquet
brothers he filmed segments for movies
and spent a number of years on the
Freeride World World Tour where he became
recognised for his fast, fluid lines. He now
dedicates his time to riding the steepest and
most imposing snow faces of the world in
his unique style whilst documenting these
adventures in his ski films including both

“Riding, pleasure and freedom. This is what
the powder fields of the Kaçkar mountains
have to offer.”

‘La Liste’ and ‘Race the Face’.

I have the good fortune of being
able to live my passion and am
able to share these emotions
with others through the films I
create. This new adventure in
Turkey gives me an opportunity
to share my knowledge and
experience with others passionate
about riding powder.
-JÉRÉMIE HEITZ

DETAILED INFORMATION:
Date :

13th – 21st February 2021

Package :

€ 7’700.7 days of heli-skiing / 30,500 vertical meters of skiing.
Maximum 4 groups of 4 people. Each group is
accompanied by a guide.
One alternating helicopter supports the 4 groups.
Accompanied by Jérémie Heitz.

Included in the package:

Not included in the package:

- Transfers: Trabzon Airport -Ayder -Trabzon Airport

- Access flights to Trabzon Airport

- Full board accommodation in a double room, 8 nights.

- Drinks

- The heli-skiing package: 7 heliski days, 30'500 m/vert. of skiing

- Single, Deluxe or Suite supplement

- Safety equipment: Airbag, Avalanche transceiver, shovel, probe

- Skis or snowboard rental : € 150.- Extra Vertical meters: €140.-/1'000 m/vert.

Info and booking :

info@heliski.pro //

www.turkey-heliski.pro

